Editorial Intern

HONG KONG  EDITORIAL  INTERN

What you will do

• Create different kinds of content including graphics (tutorials would be given and you'll master the skills easily)
• Help editors conduct experiments on engaging and highly shareable content
• Research on topics and create high quality content

What you will learn

• Tricks to attract readers' attention
• Skills to engage readers and make them love your content
• Productivity hacks to do everything more effectively

What would be offered

• A creative working environment with no hierarchy
• Paid internship
• Flexible working hours
• Standing desks available
• Book sponsorship programme
• Leisure reading corner
• Gym facilities
• Video game console
• Foosball
• Fully-stocked pantry
• Apple equipments
Intern (Graphic Design / Illustrator)

HONG KONG   EDITORIAL   INTERN

WHAT YOU WILL DO

• You will turn information / concept into intriguing images to create great content for our readers

WHO YOU ARE

• You love DRAWING!
• You have excellent hand drawing skills
• You want to show your work to the world
• You love using iPad and Mac.
• You’re a quick learner, adaptable to constant change of workflow
• You agree with lifehack values

WHAT WE HAVE

• A creative working environment with no hierarchy
• Paid internship
• Flexible working hours
• Standing desks available
• Book sponsorship programme
• Leisure reading corner
• Gym facilities
• Video game console
• Foosball
• Fully-stocked pantry
• Apple equipments
Motion Graphic and Animation Intern

HONG KONG  EDITORIAL  INTERN

WHAT YOU WILL DO

- Produce motion graphic and animation contents for our blog and social media channel
- Create or curate video footages and elements (clips, music, pictures, graphics)
- Work with and learn from producer and editors

WHO YOU ARE

- Familiar with editing software
- Familiar with online motion graphic and video
- Open-minded to accept and learn new ideas
- Detail-minded and self-motivated

WHAT WE HAVE

- A creative working environment with no hierarchy
- Paid internship
- Flexible working hours
- Standing desks available
- Book sponsorship programme
• Leisure reading corner
• Gym facilities
• Video game console
• Foosball
• Fully-stocked pantry
• Apple equipments